LIFE AND DEATH IN LONDON	51
It would be hardly possible to exaggerate the cumulatively disastrous
effects of the orgy of spirit-drinking between 1720 and 1751. There was
a marked improvement after 1751 but the state of things was still
appalling and at the end of the century Dr Willan said:
... on comparing my own observations with the Bills of Mortality, I am con-
vinced that considerably more than one-eighth of all the deaths that take
place in persons above twenty years old, happen prematurely through excess
in spirit-drinking.4*
These sayings help one to realize what London was like when a
smaller population consumed a far greater quantity of spirits - and
more poisonous spirits — sold in an incomparably more degrading way.
Contemporaries noticed the improvement. In 1757 Burrington wrote:
,.. the lower people of late years have not drank spirituous liquors so freely
as they did before the good regulations and qualifications for selling them.
... The additional excise has raised their price, improvements in the distillery
have rendered the home-made distillations as wholesome as the imported*
We do not see the hundredth part of poor wretches drunk in the streets since
the said qualifications as before.47
In times of dearth the distillation of spirits from corn was sometimes
prohibited, the price soared and consumption fell correspondingly. The
effects of this were an object-lesson in the advantages of restriction.
There was a prohibition after the dearth of 1757. In 1759 &&& 17<5o there
were many petitions from traders and manufacturers praying for its
continuance, and fearing 'fatal consequences' should it be withdrawn.48
The landed interest on the other hand petitioned that the price of corn
had fallen below the cost of production. Parliament agreed that *the
high price of spirits hath greatly contributed to the health, sobriety and
industry of the common people9, and the duty was increased.49
This reduced the home consumption of British spirits to something
over two million gallons, where it remained for twenty years, and from.
1782 to 1784 fell to one million odd gallons as a result of yet higher
duties. By this time the high price of corn had made the distilling trade
less vital to the landed interest, but the distillers complained of their
burdens (1783-4) and pointed out that owing to art increase of smug-
gling the revenue had fallen.50 Duties were lowered in 1785 and

